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Welcome to Anderson Lloyd’s Spring Edition of
the Employment Newsletter. We are now officially
in recession and the Wage Subsidy extension has
ended. However, there is still ability to apply for the
Leave Support Scheme where Ministry of Health
Guidelines recommend employees stay at home
and they also can’t work from home. Unfortunately
a number of businesses are struggling and it is
likely there will be further redundancies to come.

There have been several recent decisions from the Employment
Relations Authority involving the Wage Subsidy and restructuring
during the Covid-19 Level 4 Lockdown. One of those decisions,
involving Dove Hospice, has been challenged and will be
determined by the Full Bench of the Employment Court. The
Authority found that the workers were at all times ready and willing
to work. But for the intervening event of the Covid-19 restrictions,
and/or Dove’s decision not to require them to attend work during
the Lockdown period, they were able to fulfil their obligations
under the Employment Agreements. Therefore, payment of 80%
of the workers’ wages or salary was unlawful as it fell below the
minimum wage.
These cases were heard under urgency but there will be many
more to come.
The Employment Relations (Triangular Employment) Amendment
Act 2019 is now law. The Equal Pay Amendment Act is due to come
into force on 7 November this year. National is signalling a repeal
of the Government’s changes to the Employment Relations Act,
including removal of mandatory rest and meal breaks and fully
reinstating the 90-day trial period for all employers. While we
are still in the grip of a pandemic, everyday employment issues
continue to dominate.
This Newsletter covers a number of current issues including
working from home and the potential effect on workplaces
if cannabis is legalised. We also cover some of the more
thorny issues, such as amendments to Privacy legislation and
incompatibility in the workplace.

John Farrow
Partner
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Dismissal for
incompatibility
We increasingly hear about the
“toxic workplace” and workplace
bullying. Might there actually be
an incompatibility issue?

2020 has been a most unusual year. We have all had to get
used to lockdowns and working remotely, or to not working
at all, and overall things have been a bit stressful. For some
people the uncertainty and financial insecurity has also
exacerbated underlying health issues such as anxiety, and
this has affected their conduct and behaviour at work. We
know we need to “be kind” but even at the best of times it
can be hard to work with people who are being difficult and
who seem to be actively contributing to dysfunction in the
workplace.
There is no quick fix. The Employment Court has made
it very clear that dismissing an employee on the basis of
incompatibility can be justified only in very rare situations.
The employer must establish that;
•

an irreconcilable incompatibility exists;

•

the irreconcilable incompatibility is wholly or
substantially attributable to the employee; and

•

the dismissal was procedurally fair

One of the leading cases relates to Financial Controller
Ms Vicki Walker, whose employment was terminated on
the grounds of incompatibility. She filed a claim with the
Employment Relations Authority, which found her dismissal
to be unjustified and awarded her compensation and lost
wages. Despite this success Ms Walker challenged the
Determination to the Employment Court; a move the Judge
described as “high-risk.”
The Court found Ms Walker’s dismissal was justified. It noted
that she was surrounded by conflict but failed to see her
own role in it, and that she had demonstrated increasing
defiance towards her employer.
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Ms Walker had what was described as ‘a confrontational
communication style’ and her emails included the
following;
“Best you brief me on what is to be discussed
because I need to prepare myself to listen to bullshit
without losing my temper with the perpetrator of the
greatest crime since the Holocaust……… that would
be the CEO.”
Ms Walker’s employer, ProCare Health Ltd, had
implemented a variety of measures designed to address
the workplace issues, including mediation and an
independent review; appointing an HR specialist to work
with the team; offering paid leave and independent
counselling to Ms Walker; and offering to engage with
Ms Walker’s medical specialist to see what might be
done to support her. The Court looked at the matter
globally and found that the evidence of irreconcilable
incompatibility was overwhelming. ProCare’s submission
that no organisation could withstand this type of
disharmony was accepted.
The recent Authority decisions confirm that the
employer must have taken ‘significant steps to address
workplace issues’ before a dismissal on the grounds of
incompatibility can be justified. In the Parmar v Pharma
Pac Ltd case, from February this year, employee Mr
Parmar was found to have been unjustifiably dismissed
and unjustifiably disadvantaged. As is not uncommon,
the situation had escalated from what seemed a fairly
innocuous beginning; Mr Parmar (a forklift driver)

had dropped a load and then left the site to address
another matter. No disciplinary action ensued but the
correspondence from Pharma Pac suggested to Mr Parmar
that he was being blamed.
He was upset by this and requested information, such
as CCTV footage and the company health and safety
policies so that he could explain himself further. When the
information was not provided, he took sick leave for stress
related symptoms, raised concerns that he was being
bullied, and was ultimately dismissed for incompatibility.
The Authority found that Pharma Pac’s decision to terminate
Mr Palmer’s employment did not fall within the range of
what a fair and reasonable employer could have done in
all the circumstances at the time. Pharma Pac did not have
a sufficient and reliable basis for concluding there was
incompatibility in the workplace, and the process was flawed.
Amongst other things, the Authority said that Pharma
Pac could have disclosed to Mr Parmar the information
he had requested; could have met with him in person to
understand the basis for his concerns (particularly since
English was Mr Parmar’s second language); and could have
followed its own policies for dealing with the bullying issues
Mr Parmar had raised. During the Authority investigation
it became clear that matters had been taken into account
which had not been raised with Mr Parmar. Ultimately
Pharma Pac had not done enough to try to address
the situation and the Authority found the employment
relationship was not yet irretrievable.
In a further Authority Determination, where the employee’s
dismissal for incompatibility was found to have been
justified, the Authority noted that the employee had been

concerned exclusively about her own safety at work, and
seem to have little realisation that the safety of others was
every bit as important.
The message is that employers must ‘Be Prepared’, in terms
of having robust pre-employment checks and warranties,
and maintaining and following robust employment policies.
It is then important to ‘Do Something’, in terms of taking
steps to address dysfunction in the workplace. Employers
must deal with issues as they arise rather than letting
things brew and boil. The steps required will depend on the
circumstances at the time, but can include offering support
and training together with interventions such as restorative
sessions or mediation.
If robust measures have been taken but the issues remain,
and there is continuing risk to the business and/or the
health and safety of other staff, a dismissal on the grounds
of incompatibility may be justified. It is not a decision that
can be reached lightly or quickly. It is, however, something
that we may need to deal with more frequently, given the
long term impact of the global pandemic.

Fiona McMillan
Senior Associate
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Employee
investigations:
choose your
investigator
wisely
A recent decision has shone
a light on the lawfulness
of employers using
independent investigators
to conduct employment
investigations.

It is now common for employers to engage someone
independent to investigate allegations of serious
misconduct. This is especially the case where the
allegations are either serious or complex, or where greater
independence is appropriate. Most employers, for example,
would not have sufficient in-house expertise, experience, or
independence to investigate allegations of:
•

sexual harassment;

•

serious bullying;

•

fraud;

•

conflicts of interest;

•

serious health and safety breaches; and/or

•

other serious wrongdoing (especially where the conduct
may also constitute a crime).

A June 2020 Private Security Personnel Licensing
Authority decision (Re D, E & C Limited [2020] NZPSLA
007) has drawn attention to the requirement for workplace
investigations to be lawfully conducted by personnel
licensed under the Private Security Personnel and Private
Investigators Act 2010 (the Act).
The decision followed a complaint to the Private Security
Personnel Licensing Authority by an employee who
had been the subject of a workplace investigation.
The employee complained the investigators (part of a
company that held itself out as specialising in independent
investigations into workplace complaints) were providing
private investigation services without the requisite
certificate or licence.

There are two important carve-outs in the licensing regime
in the Act relevant to employee investigations:
1. conducting investigations ‘in house’ does not meet the
definition of private investigator as the internal person
is not someone who holds themselves out to the public
as being able to conduct private investigator work; and
2. lawyers (and others with relevant practising
certificates, licences, permits, or other authority) are
exempt from the licensing regime. This exemption
acknowledges the pre-existing ethical obligations those
individuals (such as practising lawyers) are under.
Employment investigations by non-lawyer or nonlicensed independent investigators may be in breach of
an employer’s good faith obligations. An investigation in
breach of the Act is unlikely to be fair to the employee
being investigated. The allegations against the employee
may further not have been sufficiently investigated to meet
the required justification threshold.
Employers should now be cautious when selecting an
external investigator to investigate employment matters.

James Cowan
Associate

The Authority determined the workplace investigators were
in breach of the Act. This was because:
a) the investigators were carrying on business as private
investigators;
b) conducting employee investigations meets the definition
of “private investigator” under the Act;
c) the investigators were therefore required to hold a
licence as a private investigator; and
d) the investigators did not hold the required licence.
The licensing regime under the Private Security Personnel
and Private Investigators Act 2010 does not impose onerous
licensing requirements. By and large it only requires a
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private investigator to certify they have sufficient training
and experience to conduct investigations—and to pay the
required licensing fee.

James Cowan previously worked in a specialist
employee investigations and forensic role in the
professional services industry (and held the requisite
certificate under the Act to lawfully do so).
He has specialist expertise in workplace investigations
involving fraud, conflicts of interest, bullying,
corruption, or other serious misconduct
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Flexible
working –
working from
the Hoffice
2020 hasn’t exactly been the year
we all expected. Covid-19 has
brought significant challenges both
financially and emotionally, but if
there is one positive that we can
take away it is the fact that it was
surprisingly easy for a large number
of employees to adapt and work from
their home environment.
Working from home is only going to become more
common as we adapt and learn from Covid-19. There are
risks to businesses that employers will need to identify
and manage. This article looks briefly at some of those
risks, the health and safety implications as well as practical
considerations.
In order to understand the risks it is necessary to consider
the types of flexible working arrangements. These can be
informal and infrequent where an employee might work
from home to get a report completed. Or, it could be a
permanent change to the working arrangement. Equally, it
could be a formal request for flexible working under Part
6AA of the Employment Relations Act. An employee might
want to work three or four days in the office and one or two
days at home.
Under Part 6AA employees have a right to apply and there
is a corresponding duty and obligation on an employer to
consider in good faith. The statutory grounds for declining a
request are set out in the Act and include:
•

Detrimental impact on quality;

•

Detrimental impact on performance;

•

A burden of additional costs;

•

Detrimental effect on ability to meet customer demand.
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•

The physical location of the home office will also be an
important factor. Some of us found ourselves working
in bedrooms and hallways during Covid-19 lockdown,
but going forward if the employee is allowed to work at
home, that may not be a conducive place to carry out
productive work and also it may present other health and
safety risks if there is a steady stream of people coming
and going.

•

How is an employer going to monitor performance and
any potential disciplinary issues? Should an employer’s
manager be contacting and calling the employer at the
start and end of each day to “check in”?

•

Stress will be a potentially serious consideration. If
employees are away from the work environment and
their colleagues, this may cause a degree of anxiety,
which need to be minimised.

Leaving aside the health and safety considerations, an
employer will also need to consider who is responsible
for setting up and paying for any work station in the home
environment.

There is no automatic right for an employee to challenge
any declination and equally no obligation on an employer to
agree, but because Covid has taught us that we can work
from home, it is going to be difficult for employers to decline
requests if they are truly considering them in good faith.
Assuming an employer has granted an employee the right
to work from home, then we need to consider some of the
health and safety obligations. A home office will clearly
fall within the definition of a workplace under the Health &
Safety At Work Act 2015 (the Act).
Employees have a duty to look after their own health and
safety if they are working at home and equally an employer
is responsible for developing policies, consulting with
employees and working with them to manage health and
safety risks. As with all health and safety it is a question of
eliminating risks and if that is not possible then minimizing
the risks. A proportionate response must be at the forefront
of the employer’s mind.
So what is a proportionate? Do you need to bring in a work
place assessor to carry out an inspection of the employee’s
home to ensure health and safety obligations are met? Or,
is it perfectly acceptable to work with the employee to
identify and address any risks?
If an employer and employee agree that work from home
arrangements, this should not be done without a robust
policy that identifies and addresses the legal and practical

considerations. Here are some of the issues that require
consideration:
•

The adequacy of the work station in the home office;

•

Potential hazards in the home environment – what are
they, how are the parties going to manage them and how
are they going to report them?

•

Managing workloads, stress and fatigue because there
will be less oversight if an employee is regularly working
from home;

•

How is an employer going to ensure that their employee
takes regular breaks at home so that they don’t get
fatigued. Or, how are they going to ensure that their
employee is not taking too many breaks and not
concentrating on their work;

•

There will be privacy considerations. Some employees
may be working on sensitive and confidential information
that needs to be kept well away from any visitors or
family that might also be visiting the home;

•

How can the employee cope with emergencies such as
fires, medical situations and earthquakes for example? Is
there more than one exit from the employee’s home and
will there be anyone else present that could potentially
assist in the event of a medical emergency?

Does an employer’s health and safety responsibilities
extend to providing the same ergonomic chair that the
employee may have in their office work environment? Who
is responsible for paying for and replacing frayed cords
and cables? What about heating and air conditioning. In
most modern office environments we are lucky to have
temperature controlled and ambient conditions that
are conducive to safe and healthy working. In the home
environment, particularly over any winter period, it is
possible that the employee’s house or apartment will be
significantly colder, which could lead to other health issues.
Is an employer required to make a contribution towards
the employee’s heating costs? Can an employer require an
employee if they are working from home to ensure that their
house and their work environment is adequately heated?
There are potentially always going to be distractions.
Should an employee be allowed to work at home if they are
also having to balance children and family life at the same
time as they are trying to carry out their work?
All of these factors ought to be considered when an
employer is contemplating any decision to allow an
employee the right to work remotely.
Ultimately, it’s a matter of keeping things in proportion,
which can be achieved through good policies and robust
good faith discussions with employees. The key will be
to identify the potential risks in the home office work
environment and then do something about them to ensure
your health and safety obligations are met.

Malcolm Couling
Senior Associate
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Privacy law:
The top five
changes
affecting
employers

In December 2020 the new Privacy
Act 2020 comes into force. The Act
has not only been modernised, but
there have been significant changes
to how privacy law will be enforced.
Here are the top five key changes
employers should be aware of.

1:

Mandatory breach
notification

The current Privacy Act 1993 does not require you to
notify or report privacy breaches.
From December 2020 you will be required to notify
serious breaches.
Breaches are notifiable when it is reasonable to believe
the breach is likely to cause serious harm to an affected
individual.
You will generally be required to notify both the Privacy
Commissioner and the affected individuals. This must
be done so as soon as reasonably practicable after the
breach occurs.

2:

Access determinations

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner will have the power
to require you to give individuals access to their personal
information.
Such a determination would previously have required
a formal procedure through the Human Rights Review
Tribunal.
The new procedure will streamline many contentious access
requests, including those involving requests for documents
and information in employment disputes.

3:

4:

Application to
information sent overseas

New restrictions require adequate protections for personal
information being sent overseas. You will either need to
ensure the agency receiving the information is itself subject
to the Privacy Act 2020, or that it has comparably similar
safeguards in place.
This new restriction will not, in most situations, apply when
you upload information to the cloud (such as where you are
storing or processing information on a cloud-based system
hosted overseas).

5:

New criminal offences

Fines of up to $10,000 are introduced under the Privacy
Act 2020.
The new criminal offences are for:
•

failing to comply with a compliance order;

•

misleading an agency by impersonating an individual
for the purpose of accessing the individual’s personal
information;

•

destroying documents containing personal
information after receiving an access request to that
information; and

•

failing to notify a serious privacy breach.

Compliance notices

A new power is being introduced where the Privacy
Commissioner may issue notices requiring compliance with
the Privacy Act 2020.
Such notices can require you to either actively do
something to comply with the Act, or to cease an activity
that breaches the Act.
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James Cowan
Associate
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Labour has also implemented the Employment Relations
(Triangular Employment) Amendment Act. The Equal Pay
Amendment Act is due to come into force on 7 November
this year. The Fair Pay Agreement Working Group, headed
by Jim Bolger, has filed its report with the Government’s
decision on a detailed Fair Pay Agreement system yet to
come. The Holidays Act review is still a work in progress,
while there have been increases to minimum wage and paid
parental leave.
Labour’s focus in reinstating the right to set rest and meal
breaks was to ensure that employees are able to work safely
and productively. Set rest and meal breaks are intended to
give employees a reasonable chance during work periods
to rest, refresh and take care of personal matters. These are
intended to be appropriate for the length of the working day.

National signals
significant
employment
law repeal

The legislation prior to Labour’s amendments did not specify
how long a rest or meal break should be. It was open for
employers and employees to negotiate the length of breaks.
The employer was not required to provide rest and meal
breaks if a break was not practicable because of the nature
of the employee’s work. However, an employer was required
to provided reasonable compensation if no break was given
in situations where a break would otherwise have been
appropriate.

It’s election time and with every
election comes a raft of promises
about changes to employment
law. Under a National-led
Government mandatory meal
breaks could be a thing of the past.
National has pledged to repeal
the Government’s changes to the
Employment Relations Act and
initiate a review of WorkSafe.

National believes that 90-day trial periods should be fully
reinstated to encourage large businesses to take on new
staff. It has also pledged to:

“The only sustainable way to create new jobs is to reduce
barriers, costs and uncertainty for the private sector, and in,
particular, small businesses. National believes in a flexible
productive workplace where workers get a fair deal and
businesses are productive.” (Judith Collins).

Since Labour came to power it has implemented a number
of changes. The Employment Relations Amendment Act
2018 reinstated the right to set rest and meal breaks and
restricted 90-day trial periods to businesses with less than
20 employees. Employees in vulnerable industries were
able to transfer on the current terms and conditions of
employment in the event their work was restructured.

•

repeal the Government’s changes to the Employment
Relations Act

•

simplify the employment dispute resolution service

•

get rid of the ‘no win, no fee’ provisions in the
Employment Relations Act

•

ensure New Zealand laws and policies get the right
balance between health and safety and productivity

National is yet to detail exactly what aspects of the
Government’s changes to the Employment Relations Act
it intends to repeal and how it intends to simplify the
employment dispute resolution process. It’s also not clear
exactly how meal break legislation will be repealed.

A number of changes were implemented to provide Unions
with a greater ability to bargain and achieve benefits for
their members. These included the obligation to conclude
bargaining, the requirement to include pay rates in
Collective Agreements, and provide reasonable paid time for
Union delegates to carry out their duties.
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The changes implemented by Labour in May 2019 divided
work periods into two-hour blocks with an employee being
entitled, as a minimum, to 10 minute paid rest breaks and 30
minute unpaid meal breaks. Exceptions applied to employers
engaged in the protection of New Zealand national security
or essential services. Essential services were services which,
if interrupted, would endanger the life, health or personal
safety of the whole or part of the population.
The requirement to pay for 10 minute breaks has been the
subject of recent case-law with the Meat-work Industry
leading the charge. The decision of Ovation New Zealand
Limited v NZ Meatworkers and Related Trades Union Inc dealt
with whether ‘piece rates’ incorporated payments for rest
breaks and whether this was lawful. The Court concluded
that Parliament did not stipulate the means by which
payment for rest breaks would be made and therefore the
employer and employee were free to agree that payments
for rest breaks were to be included within the employees’
piece wage. However these payments must be paid at the
same rate the employee would have been paid at the time of
the break.
The requirement to provide breaks also created issues in
the transportation sector. Bus drivers for example became
entitled to 10 minute breaks during typical driving shifts.
The complexity of service planning in the public transport
industry made implementing rest and meal breaks a
significant challenge. A steering group was established
to oversee the implementation of a Memorandum of
Understanding between the Government, bus service
operators and the Council of Trade Unions.

Contrary to Labour’s claimed emphasis on health and safety,
the amended legislation allowed employer and employee
to agree on the times when the employee could take their
rest breaks and meal breaks. This allowed for situations
where the breaks could be taken at the beginning of the day,
before work had even commenced, or at the end of the day,
meaning that employees would actually leave to go home
early.
The expressed purpose of providing employees with a
reasonable chance during work periods to rest, refresh
and take care of personal matters is not achieved when the
breaks are taken at either end of the day. For a number of
businesses, however, that is the only way they could comply
with the law and continue to operate.
National’s Workplace Relations and Safety spokesperson Dan
Bidois is on the record as stating that

“ the Labour Government has watered
down the 90 day trial periods so that
only businesses who employ less than
20 people can implement them. Fully
reinstating the trial periods to cover firms
with more than 20 employees will give
businesses greater confidence to take on
more staff”.
While allowing 90 day trial periods for all businesses may
provide greater confidence to employ staff, it will not alter
the restrictive interpretation which has been evidenced
by the Employment Court since their inception. There are
a number of requirements that employers must meet to
ensure that the trial periods are compliant. These include
ensuring that the employee has signed the relevant
employment agreement containing the 90 day trial provision
before starting work (including any induction period). The
Court has also emphasised the obligation to ensure an
employee has had an opportunity to take legal advice before
agreeing to a trial period.
National and Labour’s views on how we can return to a
thriving economy while still in the grips of the pandemic are
significantly different. So are their views on the employment
legislation framework which will best achieve that outcome.
We are now only a few days away from knowing the direction
we will be heading

John Farrow
Partner
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The cannabis
referendum –
what does
it mean for
workplace
drug testing?

On 17 October 2020,
New Zealanders will be able
to vote in a referendum on
whether or not they support
the Cannabis Legalisation
and Control Bill (Cannabis
Bill), which would legalise
the recreational use of
cannabis. The Bill, in its
current form, does not
cover workplace health and
safety issues.
Workplace drug testing
Employers have limited rights when it comes to dictating
what an employee can do in their own time. However, it
becomes a valid concern for the employer where there is a
risk that an employee might come to work impaired by drugs.
Many workplaces, particularly those that operate in
safety sensitive environments, carry out drug testing on
employees and contractors. The Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015 requires business operators to ensure, so far as
is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of their
workers and other persons. The risks of working while
impaired by drugs are well known, especially if a worker is
carrying out potentially dangerous work, such as operating
machinery. Drug testing is one step a business owner can
take to mitigate these risks. That being said, dismissals
and other disciplinary action resulting from positive drug
tests are scrutinised closely by the Employment Relations
Authority or Court if challenged by an employee. The case
law is clear that any drug testing regime must be fair and
reasonable, and carried out in strict accordance with the
employer’s policy.

1 AS/NZS 4308:2008 – Procedures for specimen collection and the
detection and quantification of drugs of abuse in urine.
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What will change?
If cannabis is legalised for recreational use, does this mean
business owners can no longer test their workers for drugs?
In short, no. It’s worth remembering that that testing for
alcohol in the workplace is a well-accepted practice. There
will still be legitimate safety concerns relating to cannabis
use which warrants continued testing. Concerns may even
be heightened if cannabis becomes more widely used as a
result of legalisation.
A current problem with testing for cannabis is that test
results cannot indicate impairment levels. Urine testing is
the most common method of drug testing in New Zealand
workplaces, but it is somewhat problematic in that THC can
remain in urine for lengthy periods. This has been noted
by the Employment Court in Hayllar v The Goodtime Food
Co Ltd. The Court in that case considered an Australian
decision that held due to the fact urine testing can show
a positive result several days after a person has smoked
cannabis, they may be found to have breached a drug
policy even though the actions were taken in their own
time and in no way affected their capacity to do their job
safely. The Australian court held that saliva testing should
be used instead of urine testing. The Employment Court in
the New Zealand decision stated that the Australian case
was relevant, but urine testing has not yet been held to be
unjust or unreasonable by a Court in New Zealand. There
are also concerns about among drug testing agencies
about the reliability of oral fluid testing devices.

Where to from here?
We are watching with interest to see the developments in
this area. In the meantime, we suggest businesses continue
to be guided by the current Australian and New Zealand
Standards on drug detection in urine, including the cut off
levels outlined in that document, until such a time as they
are updated.
If the Cannabis Bill is enacted, businesses will need to
review current drug testing policies to ensure these reflect
any legalisation of recreational cannabis use and that
they are otherwise fair and reasonable. We also strongly
suggest employers seek legal advice if they are planning
to implement a drug testing regime, or if they wish to take
disciplinary action against an employee for a failed drug test.

Jessica Frame
Senior Solicitor
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Our Employment and
Health & Safety team
Anderson Lloyd has
nationally recognised
expertise in all areas of
employment and health
and safety law. We act for
large employers, small and
medium-sized enterprises
and individual employees
covering the full spectrum
of legal issues.

John Farrow
Partner, Dunedin
p: 03 467 7165
john.farrow@al.nz

Fiona McMillan
Senior Associate, Dunedin
p: 03 471 5433
fiona.mcmillan@al.nz

These include:
•

drafting and reviewing employment agreements

•

collective bargaining

Partner, Dunedin

•

redundancy

p: 03 467 7161

•

disciplinary procedures

•

representation in mediation and court appearances

•

restraints of trade and protection of confidential information

•

employment implications of business sales and purchases

•

development of employment policies

•

compliance advice

•

obligations of employers, workplace occupiers and the
operators of activities

•

health and safety plans, guidelines and statutory
requirements

•

health and safety investigations and prosecutions

We have represented clients in hundreds of accident
investigations, and in prosecutions for serious harm incidents,
often involving fatalities, across a range of industry sectors,
including construction, agriculture, adventure tourism and
mining. Our specialist lawyers appear in the Courts at all levels
and have been involved in some of New Zealand’s leading
health and safety cases.

Frazer Barton

frazer.barton@al.nz

Malcolm Couling
Senior Associate, Dunedin
p: 03 471 5495
malcolm.couling@al.nz

Melissa Hammer
Senior Associate, Queenstown
p: 03 450 0733
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